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1787 Simulation 

 
Background:  

Beginning in the fall of 1787, the newly independent American states were faced with a major 

decision:  What type of government should we have?  The old Articles of Confederation had been little more 

than a “firm league of friendship” – not a strong, unified system for making laws.  By 1787, the Articles of 

Confederation government was in financial chaos, vulnerable to foreign invasion and many feared the newly 

independent states were on the verge of anarchy.  In response to the situation, a group of men met during the 

hot summer of 1787 in Philadelphia to create a new and stronger government structure known as the 

Constitution that was aimed at making the states really “united”.  

 However, many freedom-loving Americans were quite fearful that the new Constitution might 

restrict the liberty they had fought King George’s army so hard to win.  Therefore, whether or not to ratify 

(approve) the newly written Constitution was a major topic of debate across the nation in 1787 – and 

the subject of our in-class simulation.   

A faction (group) of Americans called “Federalists” favored the stronger central government laid out 

in the new Constitution.  “Anti-Federalists” were wary of the proposed Constitution because they believed 

it simply replaced one tyrant (the King) with a potentially new dictator (the President).  The Anti-Federalists 

favored keeping most power in the hands of local & state legislatures as had been the case under the Articles 

of Confederation.  Finally, “Moderates” supported an amended version of the proposed Constitution with 

additions to protect the rights of individuals and share decision making power between the central and state 

governments. 
 

Roles:   

 You will play the role of either a Federalist; a Moderate; or an Anti-Federalist.  Read 

the procedures described below: 
 

Procedures: 
 Read the description, quotes and summary of the option you are assigned.   

 Write a short (two-thirds page, double spaced, 12 pt. Times Roman font, 1” margins) speech that 

summarizes your views – include 3 quotes from the reading 

 With the aid of your prepared speech, participate in the verbal ratification debate.   

 Take a short quiz after the debate to demonstrate your understanding of the arguments presented. 

 

Grading: 
 Each individual must turn in their own speech by ______________________ 

 All students will take short post-debate quiz. 

 Students will participate in simulation by reading parts of their speech or arguing points during 

debate  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Options In Brief 
 
Option 1- Unite Around The Constitution (Federalists) 
Our nation is on the brink of anarchy. Our current plight has been brought upon us by the Articles of 

Confederation and the pettiness of the states. If we want to save our nation, we must immediately adopt the 

Constitution that was drafted in Philadelphia. The national government proposed in the Constitution will 

have the authority to act on behalf of all of our citizens. Our opponents are trying to frighten the public with 

groundless fears. But look seriously at what is being proposed. The Constitution puts forth a structure in 

which our nation will be governed by leaders of wisdom, experience, justice, and virtue. The record of so-

called "democracy" in several states has proven the logic of this approach. We learned twelve years ago that 

we had to join together or perish. Today, we must follow the same path if we are to fulfill the destiny that 

Divine Providence has laid out for us. 

 

 

Option 2- Clearly Define Individual Rights (Moderates) 
Beware the Federalist Constitution! The document that is being forced on the country is dangerously flawed. 

Let us step back and weigh the present situation. There is no crisis that demands an immediate response. We 

must calmly and deliberately go about revising the Constitution to establish a solid foundation for forming a 

more perfect union. We must carefully define and limit the authority we grant our government. We must add 

to the Constitution a bill of rights to safeguard the liberties of America's citizens. We should not take 

anything for granted. Even governments established in the name of liberty have been known to infringe on 

the liberties of the citizenry. With so much in doubt, we must not act in haste. The noble experiment we are 

carrying out on these shores demands that we strive for perfection. 

 

 

Option 3- Trust In The Common Citizen (Anti-Federalists) 
Free citizens-defend your rights! The self-anointed aristocracy that gathered in Philadelphia last summer has 

devised a scheme to deprive Americans for their liberties. Are we to trade the liberty cap of the free citizen 

for the yoke of the serf? Never! The federalists have whipped up fears of chaos to win support for their 

Constitution. In fact, they are concerned mainly with protecting their wealth and investments. The strong 

national government suggested by the Philadelphia convention would allow only a handful of wealthy men 

to participate in the affairs of the republic. Our political system must be grounded in the common citizen-not 

a privileged elite. The states are the proper defenders of the republican form of government. We must 

remember always that the only source of legitimate authority is the citizenry. We must not give away the 

rights we shed blood to gain. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Option #3: Anti-Federalists: Trust In the Common Citizen 
 

Free citizens- defend your rights! For six years, we fought to throw off the tyranny of British rule. Now we 

face a new threat from within our borders. The self-anointed aristocracy that gathered in Philadelphia last 

summer has devised a scheme to deprive Americans of their liberties. They are telling us that the American 

people are incapable of self-government and that we must turn our public affairs over to the so-called "better 

classes." Is this the freedom of which we shed blood? Are we the trade the liberty cap of the free citizen for 

the yoke of the serf? Never! 

 

Look closely at the small circle of conspirators that assembled in Philadelphia. It is made up almost 

exclusively of rich merchants, investors, and lawyers. These were not the men who stood bravely at the 

Concord Bridge and Valley Forge. Few can plow a straight furrow or hold out hands calloused from honest 

work. And yet, these same men want us to bow to them as if they were Roman patricians.  

 

The Federalists have whipped up fears of chaos to win support for their Constitution. In fact, they are 

concerned mainly with protecting their wealth and investments. The crises that they have manufactured are 

no more than the inevitable birth pangs of our new nation. The proposed Constitution is hardly the answer to 

our problems. The strong national government suggested by the Philadelphia convention would allow only a 

handful of wealthy men to participate in the affairs of the republic. Who else would be able to travel seven 

hundred miles to serve in Congress or seek justice in the national court? 

 

Our political system must be grounded in the common citizen- not privileged elite. There is no better 

guarantee of liberty than a democracy founded on the good judgment of independent small farms. Political 

power must be widely dispersed to give the greatest number of our citizens an opportunity to participate in 

government. None of us is more than a few days journey away from our state capitals, even in Virginia and 

Georgia. The states are the proper defenders of the republican form of government. 

 

In contrast to the state governments, there is little room in the proposed Constitution for the common man to 

express his views. At every turn, the popular voice of democracy is stifled. Only the representatives in the 

lower house would be chosen by the citizens at large. In the Senate, small states would be equal to large 

states in voting power. The plantation owners of the southern states have even insisted that their slaves be 

taken into account in determining representation. 

 

Of particular danger is the clause which grants Congress the power "to make all laws which shall be 

necessary and proper" to fulfill its role. This is a blank check that the American people are expected to 

blindly sign. The delegates to the Philadelphia convention are asking us to turn over the rights that inspired 

our struggle for independence. Perhaps they should have reread the Declaration of Independence before 

drafting their Constitution.  

 

What our would-be aristocrats in fact have in mind is a return to the Old World. Under the proposed 

Constitution, the president would conspire with the senate to secure his re-election and rule with the 

authority of a king. Together they would exercise their treaty-making power to impose their will on the entire 

nation. The national government would grow rich with taxes, while the state legislatures would be starved of 

revenue. Should any of the states raise a cry of protest, the president would be quick to order a professional 

standing army to punish his critics. A military tyranny would be just over the horizon. 

 

Our patriots did not give their lives to create such a government. On the contrary, the proposed Constitution 

is a slap in the face to the cause of liberty. We must remember always that the only source of legitimate 

authority is the citizenry. We must not give away the rights we shed blood to gain. 

 

 

 



Newspaper essay by "Philadelphiensis," Pennsylvania: 

"The president general will be king to all intents and purposes [under the proposed Constitution], and one of 

the most dangerous kind….He is vested with powers exceeding those of the most despotic monarch we know 

of in modern times. What a handsome return have these men made to the people of America for their 

confidence. Through the misconduct the misconduct of these bold conspirators we have lost the most 

glorious opportunity that any country ever had to establish a free system of government. America under one 

purely democratic rule would be rendered the happiest and most powerful in the universe, but under the 

proposed one, composed of an elective king and a standing army, officers by his sycophants, the starvelings 

of Cincinnati, and an aristocratic Congress of the well born, an iota of happiness, freedom, or national 

strength cannot exist." 

 

Letter from Thomas Jefferson, Virginia landowner, to James Madison: 

"The president seems a bad edition of a Polish king. He may be reelected from four years to four years for 

life. Reason and experience prove to us that a chief magistrate, so continuable, is an officer for life. I wish 

that at the end of the four years they had made him [the president] ineligible a second time." 

 

Newspaper essay by Elbridge Gerry, Massachusetts merchant: 

"The Constitution proposed has few, if any federal features, but is rather a system of national 

government….However respectable the members may be who signed the Constitution, it must be admitted 

that a free people are the proper guardians of their rights and liberties- that the greatest men may err and that 

their errors are sometimes of the greatest magnitude." 

 

Newspaper essay by George Mason, Virginia landowner: 

"The Senate with its great powers will destroy any balance in the government and enable them to accomplish 

what usurpations they please upon the rights and liberties of the people….The judiciary is so constructed and 

extended as to absorb and destroy the judiciaries of the several states; thereby rendering law as tedious, 

intricate and expensive, and justice as unattainable, by a great part of the community, as in England, and 

enabling the rich to oppress and ruin the poor…. 

 

"By declaring all treaties supreme laws of the land, the Executive and the Senate have in many cases, an 

exclusive power of legislation….By requiring only a majority to make all commercial and navigation laws, 

the five southern states (whose produce and circumstances are totally different from that of the eight 

Northern and Eastern states) will be ruined…. This government will commence in a moderate Aristocracy; it 

is at present impossible to foresee whether it will produce a monarchy or a corrupt oppressive Aristocracy." 

 

Newspaper essay by Richard Henry Lee, Virginia landowner: 

"It must be admitted that our federal system [Articles of Confederation] is defective, and that some of the 

state governments are not well administered. But we attribute to the defects in our government many evils 

and embarrassments which are most clearly the result of the late war…. 

 

"It is the opinion of many great authors that a free elective government cannot be extended over large 

territories. One national government and general legislature alone can never extend equal benefits to all parts 

of the United States. Different laws, customs, and opinions exist in the different states….It would be 

impossible to collect a representation of the parts of the country five, six, and seven hundred miles from the 

seat of government. 

 

"The people of this country, in one sense, may all be democratic; but if we make the proper distinction 

between the few men of wealth and abilities, and consider them as the natural aristocracy of the country, and 

the great body of the people, the middle and lower classes, as the democracy in it, this federal representative 

branch [Congress] will have buat very little democracy in it. 

 

 


